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SKEGEE MONEY $MART (SM$): Financial Literacy (Draft Curriculum) 

TRAINING-OF-TRAINERS (TOT) 
No Topic area  Goal Expected knowledge and skills 

1 LAND GRANT SYSTEM, 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION 
EDUCATION, TUSKEGEE FITNESS, 
TRAINING-OF-TRAINERS 

Encourage college students to 
work in the community as a TOT 
through Cooperative Extension   

- Become familiar with land-grant university system, - 
Purpose of 1890 university, - Role of cooperative 
extension, - Linkages between extension and 
teaching and research, - Physical fitness program  

2 MANAGING CREDIT 
RESPONSIBLY 

Provide college students 
practical tips to manage debt, 
avoid quick fixes, and plan to 
resolve financial trouble, use 
credit card responsibly 

- Maintaining good credit, - Credit choices, 
- Shopping for the best deal, - Applying for a credit card, - 
Using credit card responsibly, -  Checking credit report, - 
Paying your bill, - How can you reduce the interest you 
pay on a credit card and the time to pay off the debt, - 
Tips for correcting credit card problem, - How credit 
decisions are made, - The cost of credit  

3 MONEY MANAGEMENT TIPS Help college students learn to 
take control of their money 
instead of letting money control 
them 

- Become financially independent and self-reliant, - 
Take control of your money so it doesn’t control you, 
- Determine your financial needs for the future, - 
Organizational tips 

4 BUDGETING: KEEPING TRACK OF 

YOUR MONEY  

Encourage college students to 

track expenses, consider wants 

and needs, and practice living 

within their means 

- Avoiding unnecessary debt, - Expenses worksheet, - 
Checking the reality, - Best alternatives of managing 
money, - Creating a budget 

5 PROTECTING IDENTITY THEFT 

AND FRAUD  

Help families recognize, respond 
and take steps to prevent 
common types of fraud 

Identify various types of fraud, - Find out how to 
respond to fraud, - Learn how to protect against 
fraud, - How to avoid scams and prevent identity 
theft 

6 BUDGETING FOR LIFE AFTER 

GRADUATION 

Help college students connect 

income and career as well as 

manage their money to ensure a 

- Exploring earning potentials, - Income and career 
plan, - Tips for managing money after college, - 
Budget breakdown, - Saving and investment, - 
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SKEGEE MONEY $MART (SM$): Financial Literacy (Draft Curriculum) 

TRAINING-OF-TRAINERS (TOT) 
bright future after college Mortgage payment, - Establish a savings habit 

7 MONEY MANAGEMENT ACTIONS Impart a broad view of money 
management including spending, 
saving, and managing risk 

- Money management tips, - Setting SMART goals, - 
Spending perceptions, - Control Your spending, - 
Tracking expenses, - Paying yourself first, -  
Maintaining good credit, - Checking credit report, - 
Create a spending plan 

8 MONEY POTHOLES Help college students recognize 

common money traps and 

manage their money to avoid 

having to react to a lack of funds. 

- Common money traps, - How much $ is enough?  - 
Cash it now, - Rent to own, Needs and wants, - Fiscal 
plan, - Recognize and avoid money traps, - Sound 
money management practice 

9 FAMILY MONEY SKILLS Help low-literacy families gain 
the critical life skills needed to 
make smart financial choices 

- Basic concept of currency, - Needs vs. wants, - Ways 
of earning and saving money, - Assets and 
borrowing, - Setting financial goal 

10  CAR BUYING: PUT YOURSELF IN     
THE DRIVER’S SEAT 

Guide participants through each 
step of the car-buying process 

- Learn to research the kind of car you need, -Want, 
and can afford to buy and own, - Figure out how to 
pay for a car, - Start searching for a car to buy, - 
Complete the car-buying process 

11 LIVING ON YOUR OWN WITH 
ENTRY-LEVEL WAGES 

Help entry-level professionals 
create a spending plan that 
manages all their expenses 

- Handle the two highest expenses—housing and 
transportation, - Develop a spending plan that 
accommodates all living expenses, - Manage debt 
and save for the future, - Avoid financial stumbles 

12 DEALING WITH DEBT FOR 
YOUTHS/ADULTS 

Provide adults practical tips to 
manage debt, avoid quick fixes, 
and plan to resolve financial 
trouble 

- Annual percentage yield, - Date consolidation, - 
Payday loan, - Impact of making extra payment, - 
Restructuring debts to pay them off faster, 
Managing debt, - Avoiding quick fixes, - 
Implementing a plan to get rid of debt 

13 PLANNING AND PAYING FOR Help low to moderate income 
families understand, plan for and 

- How to budget for and pay utility costs, - How to 
save money on utility costs through efficiency and 
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SKEGEE MONEY $MART (SM$): Financial Literacy (Draft Curriculum) 

TRAINING-OF-TRAINERS (TOT) 
UTILITY COST manage their utility expenses conservation, - Factors affecting utility costs, - Give 

information to help people who are having trouble 
paying their utility bills or facing a shutoff 

14 CHANGING YOUR LIFE THROUGH 
BETTER MONEY MANAGEMENT 

This workshop provides personal 
money management tools for 
low-income families who are 
ready to begin building a more 
stable financial future 

- Updating job skills, - Find employment, - Dressing 
for interviews and work, - Understanding your 
paycheck, - Live within means, - Reviewing benefits 
and deductions, - Use mainstream financial services, - 
Reduce debt 

15 MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR 
ADULT LEARNERS 

Help adult learners identify ways 
to make continuing education an 
affordable way to better their life 

- Learn how to set realistic goals, - Review the basics 
of managing money, - Find out how to avoid scams 
and prevent identity theft, - Identify the costs of 
college, - Explore ways to pay for college 

16 FINANCIAL PLANNING   

17 RISK MANAGEMENT   

18 INVESTING   
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TRAINING-OF-TRAINERS (TOT) 
19 INSURANCE   

 


